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Abstract: Sternum fractures which is a condition seen by 3-8% after blunt thoracic trauma is a situation faced frequently, 

especially depending on seatbelt usage in traffic accidents. Stabilization is recommended to prevent complications that 

have high mortality rate like flail chest and cardiovascular injury in sternum fractures. Various materials have been used 

as a sternal fixation method until now. It was stated that sternum stabilization is provided very easily with using of very 

fine plaques in 1.5-2 mm. We aimed to present a male patient with flail chested that is 63, operated to prevent risk of 

cardiac trauma that will be able to develop depending on sternum fracture displaced structure developing at the end of 

tractor accident because of difference of instrument used in operation. 
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INTRODUCTION:  
Sternum fracture has been monitored in 3-8% 

of the cases with blunt thoracic trauma. Traffic 

accidents are the most frequent trauma that causes 

thoracic trauma [1-2].
 
Especially depending on seatbelt 

usage, even if there was an increase in the incidence of 

sternum fracture, in case of putting no seatbelt it should 

not be forgotten that accident victim will get out of 

window and more serious injuries even death will 

develop. With sternum fracture, risk of injury varies 

between 18-62% [1-2].
 
Lateral thoracic graphy and 

Thorax CT (Computed Tomography) have the 

importance diagnostically. Especially thorax CT can 

show full localization of fracture line, sternum 

thickness, the relation with cardiovascular structures of 

fracture end in posterior completely and can also show 

pathologies like pericardial effusion and/or hematoma 

clearly [3].
 
Absolute stabilization is recommended to 

prevent possible complications after sternum fracture. 

We aimed to present a male patient with flail chested 

that is 63, operated to prevent risk of cardiac trauma 

that will be able to develop depending on sternum 

fracture displaced structure developing at the end of 

tractor accident because of difference of instrument 

used in operation. 

 

CASE REPORT:  
The male patient who is 63 applied to 

emergency service of our faculty because of tractor 

accident. In physical examination done in emergency 

service; the patient had common sensitivity on the front 

face of thorax and flail chest in right lateral of sternum. 

In bilateral chest radiography, multiple rib fractures on 

the right and fracture area that are displaced structure in 

the sternum corpus was monitored. Patient had no 

hemothorax and pneumothorax. In thorax CT, it was 

seen that posterior part of fracture in the posterior 

displaced toward mediastinum and risked cardiac and 

vascular structures. The patient was taken to the 

operation because of being flail chest and that sternum 

fracture in thorax CT creates cardiac complication risk 

(Figure 1). Distal radius plaque operation shaped like T 

was decided by making consultation with orthopedics 

because of having no appropriate plaque to detect 

fracture before operation. Sternum was separated from 

mediastinal structures with finger dissection from upper 

end of xiphoid by entering lower sternotomy incision 

that is approximately 8 cm. It was suspended with one 

number of vaginal ecarteur later on. The fracture was 

flipped from the front surface of sternum by using 

radius plaque with volar lock 5 numbers of screws with 

cortal lock (Figure 2). The patient whose flail chest 

disappeared also beginning from early post-op term and 

is mobile was discharged without any problem and no 

problem has been developed in clinical and radiological 

follow-ups (Figure 3).  
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Fig-1: The risk of perforation of heart in posterior of sternum fracture line was shown in post-operative CT 

imaging. 

 

 
Fig-2: After sternum was elevated from posterior, fracture line was flipped by using radius plaque with volar lock 

and screw with unicortical lock. 

 

 
Fig- 3: It was observed that the fracture in sternum was stabile in control chest radiographies. 
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DISCUSSION 

 Unseparated sternum fractures usually are 

treated with conservative therapy in isolated thorax 

traumas. In addition to this, cardiac and major vascular 

injuries and flail chest might occur in displaced types of 

fractures [4]. The complication seen in flail chest cases 

are deterioration of blood oxygenation, pneumonia, 

atelectasia and the need of mechanical ventilator 

treatment [5].
 
Early fracture fixations are recommended 

to these patients in terms of preventing complications. 

With the help of fixation, complications are prevented, 

the need of mechanical ventilation and recovery of 

fracture are provided and relieving pain completely is 

provided especially in severely painful cases. Thus, the 

patient has been achieved more relaxed respiratory 

physiology and duration of hospital stay has been 

shortened [6]. 
 

 
Various materials have been used as a sternal 

fixation method until now. It was stated that sternum 

stabilization is provided very easily with using of very 

fine plaques in 1.5-2 mm [7].
 
Later on, successful 

results were achieved by using plaques with fixed angle 

to develop for cervical bones and radius previously [8-

9].
 

It was indicated that locked plaques were an 

important fixation method in terms of functional way by 

decreasing friction significantly between bone and 

plaque. It was stated that placing locked plaques like 

internal fixator on anterior sternal surface provided 

strong fixation of convex surface and prevented 

opening of fracture in case of traction with the help of 

this. It was stated that delay of recovery of bone 

depending on each respiratory movements was also 

prevented because inner cortex of sternum was fixed 

thanks to fixation [10]. 
 

  
In order to make plaque screw, the screws 

used are also required to have a feature of safe lock 

system. The number of screws that used can be 

increased or decreased depending on expanse of 

segments that is broken. Sometimes fixation-shaped 

bridge can also be done into the fractured in accordance 

with expanse of the fractured segment by using plaques 

that can cross over each of them. For that purpose it was 

stated that plaques designed as T or H can be used. 

Plaque with volar radius lock we used is completely 

anatomical locked plaque designed for treatment of 

distal radius fractures. The screw locations of plaque 

were designed to make maximum adhesion in distal 

radius area. While cortical locked proximal screws 

provide stabilization, it was designed to prevent soft 

tissue influence on dorsal surface. With the help of 

flexible anatomical structure of plaque, original 

anatomical geometry of patient bone can be done [11].
  

 

 
In surgical procedure thing to take into 

consideration not to injure mediastinal organs is that 

paying attention the screws used not to pass posterior of 

sternum. For this purpose, both definite localization of 

adjacent bone and extra fractures structured bone can be 

revealed completely and thickness of sternum bone 

structure can be revealed clearly with tomographic 

examination in the pre-operative term. With the help of 

this, it was informed that, the screw that will be used 

was also determined before surgical operation [3].
 
We 

also determined the size of screws that we will use by 

adjusting tomographic examination, fracture line of 

localization and sternum thickness before surgery. In 

addition, we elevated sternum with a number of deep 

ecarteur by making dissection from lower xiphoid in 

terms of being more reliable method in our case. 

 

 As a result; although there have been  various 

fixator models developed recent years in terms of 

sternal fixation, we wanted to emphasize that plaque 

with volar radius lock we used, can also be easily fixed 

in order to protect anterior mediastinal case by 

suspending sternum with an ecarteur in selected 

sternum fracture cases.   
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